
 TWN SESSION PROCEDURES 
3570(Winter) [0330z/0500z]  7063(Summer) [0230z/0400z] 
1970(Alt FQ) 

 10/21/06 

 
1. TWN should be QND within 2 minutes of scheduled time. If assigned NCS hasn’t QND’d the net 

within 2 minutes, any station may QNG. Let’s cover ALL sessions. 
 
2. If the normal band/FQ is unuseable for net, NCS should QSY to an alt FQ. Please leave a station on 

normal FQ to inform new QNI’s is possible. 
 
3. NCS code speed should normally be ≥ 20 WPM. Please match a QNI’s speed when QND’g 

station. 
 
4. EAN, CAN & PAN normally list TFC by giving the region or area first and the number of 

QTC’s last (i.e. CAN 4  RN6 1  RN7 2  TWN 3). Please help our QNI’s prepare for TT & TR 
PAN by using the same format. 

 
5. When QND stations to QSP TFC, call RX station first and TX station second. RX stations 

should then call TX station on a clear FQ as close as possible to directed FQ. 
 
6.  NCS may use common Q signals (QN?, QR?, QS?, QT?) during QND. 
 
7. If no TT QNI’s, NCS shall call for volunteers or take QTC’s to PAN. 
 
8. Stations that are QND that need to QSY to a different FQ should return to NCS for QND. 
 
9. NCS may QNF when all TFC is QND. Please remain on FQ & inform returning stations of QNF 

unless they were given QNX after QSP as part of QND. 
 
10. During QND, ALL QNI’s must be QNX’d or must notify NCS prior to leaving the net even if it’s 

temporary. 
 
11.Please QSP TWN NCS reports to K0TER or K0EZ within one week of month end. Reports should 

include session, date(z), NCS,  T/F PAN, QNI’s, QTC,  time and FQ (if other than normal FQ). 
 
12. If NCS, PAN TT or TR are going to miss a TWN session, please acquire a substitute or inform TWN 

Cycle 4 Net Mgr. as soon as possible. Use any form of communications available(amateur radio, 
email, fone, messenger, pony express, carrier pigeon, etc.) to acquire a sub. 

 
 

 Remember that this is FUN. We should strive to improve our “individual best” as we learn and 
participate.  ENJOY !! 

 
 We should be ready and able to handle volume EMERGENCY, P, W and/or R messages. We may be 
activated at any time by one of our Section SEC’s or PAN Net Mgr to support their operation during 
an emergency. Let’s be ready! 

 
2/14/2003 
 


